
# Lyme Preserve Clue to reach the word location 

1 Banningwood Preserve Roses are red, violets are blue, if you want a view, you'd perch here too. 

2 Beebe Preserve It's the opposite of small, it’s not flat, it is tall. To reach this big pile, you'll walk just one mile. 

3 Brockway Hawthorne You must wander on purple for a bit, in order for you to find a place to sit.

4 Chestnut Hill Preserve You must go where the yellow and orange  merge, to continue on your search.

5 Ravine Trail There are 2 places you could go, to look over the old pond.  To find this spot, you will walk further and yon.

6 Selden Preserve We don't want to make it simple to see this view, so you will walk out on blue to get your due.

7 Honey Hill Preserve You must look at the small animals map, to find where the pyramid is on tap.

8 Jewett Preserve In order to get your wish, you must walk to the head of the fish.

9 Johnston Preserve The highest point in Lyme is your due, if you follow the yellow for a few.

10 Johnston Preserve To reach the  overlook at this site, you must take the trail that is white.

11 Mount Archer Preserve Maybe Goldilocks but probably no bruins, lived where what is now just ruins.

12 Plimpton Preserve It is steep to get thither, but it is worth it to see the river.

13 Hartman Park You don't have to go through too many hurtles, to find this rock known as turtle.

14 Pleasant Valley Preserve To get to this spot for a view, you have to go high up to see sky blue!

15 Roaring Brook Preserve Check the map and look for drainage , to continue on your epic voyage.

16 Thach Preserve This bench is not on a circle, but you can find it on the purple.

17 Walbridge Woodlands The only place that you can avail, the use of a well-crafted hand rail.

18 Young Preserve In order to see this view, you need to get onto the blue.


